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Security Overview  
 

Video conferencing and Telepresence are rapidly becoming critical components of the 
communications mix for the business, education, government and medical 
communities.  One of the driving factors behind the growing adoption of video 
communications is the reduction in cost for the equipment and the migration from 
legacy ISDN (H.320) to IP (H.323) for network transport, along with the overall 
economic conditions themselves that cause a need for travel reduction and increased 
productivity.   

The migration to IP is occurring because video over IP offers increased reliability, 
enhanced features, and lower costs than using traditional ISDN networks.  However, 
deploying a video communications enterprise is not a simple task, particularly when 
utilizing the enhancements that an IP network has to offer.  Consequently, many 
organizations are turning to companies like Glowpoint, who can provide a complete IP 
video communications solution, including dedicated bandwidth and 24/7 services that 
run over a video-centric IP network.   

When considering an outsourced service like Glowpoint’s, it’s common for 
organizations to inquire about privacy and security.  Glowpoint supports more than 
1,000 diverse clients in 4,500 locations in over 1,200 cities and 37 countries around 
the world, from Fortune 500 Global entities, to small professional services firms. In 
doing so, we’ve overcome some of the most complex security requirements and have 
built a robust, secure platform that satisfies company’s security and compliance issues 
in almost all situations.   

This document is designed to share with you more details about Glowpoint’s security 
protocols so that you can fully understand and appreciate how we can accommodate 
your internal security and compliance requirements. 

 
Glowpoint’s Network Services  
As the word “private” implies, Glowpoint is only available to subscribers, and only for 
the use of video communications.  Glowpoint is NOT the Internet.  We do not allow 
Internet traffic such as HTTP, FTP, POP3, etc. to traverse our network.  If you are a 
subscriber, you do have the ability to place an outbound video call to someone who 
has a video communications system on a non-Glowpoint IP network.  You also have 
the ability to call a site that is still using legacy ISDN.  It would be pointless to create a 
network that prohibits you from placing a video call to another party, regardless of their 
connection.  However, at the Internet access points, Glowpoint has perimeter security 
in place to protect the network from unauthorized access.  In comparison to the 
Internet, Glowpoint is a trusted network.  If a customer trusts in Glowpoint’s approach 
to providing a high-quality full service video solution, then the network follows suit.  
Glowpoint has taken every measure to ensure the privacy of customer video 
communications. 

Some customers are concerned with the possibility of encountering video traffic 
“eavesdroppers.”  This concern, while completely valid, is not a reality on the 
Glowpoint network.  Glowpoint does not have distributed video packet capture devices 
the network.  Additionally, there are no means of capturing packets within Glowpoint 
since there are no hosts within the path of video traffic that can be compromised.  
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Glowpoint is made up of mostly network devices that are not capable of storing 
captured packets e.g. Cisco routers.  The only devices on the Glowpoint network that 
are capable of rendering video images are the video endpoints that actually decode 
the incoming video stream. 

In the H.323 endpoints market today, encryption is usually implemented from endpoint 
to endpoint via the H.235 encryption standard which provides payload security.  In 
short, the media both audio and video is encrypted end to end right from the endpoint.  
The network transport is not involved in the encryption with H.235.  Some models in 
the market today can be upgraded to support encryption such as the Polycom HDX or 
the TANDBERG 6000MXP.   

For those customers who have a higher level of concern for security, Glowpoint also 
employs the in-house expertise to provide customers with their desired level of 
security.  Our Glowpoint Professional Services can assist with implementing solutions 
involving Firewalls and other secure devices.  Research and development efforts are 
ongoing at Glowpoint to continually identify the best of breed secure video solutions, 
as privacy and reliability are our number one priority.  

 

Security Overview – Glowpoint’s Managed VNOC Services 

Assumptions 
Managed VNOC model – the VNOC will be permitted and able to access customer 
video resources under management through a customer provided security perimeter.  
All Video System (Video Systems) devices under management  

Converged network model – customer will provide end to end QoS required by the 
Video System application 

Bandwidth - sufficient bandwidth is available and fitting to the requirements per Video 
System room model deployed and per simultaneous room in use requirements 

Traditional video systems - will be located on the same logical network as the Video 
System systems and part of the same dial plan 

SBC – customer provides and allows VNOC to manage and configure the video 
termination devices. 

Interconnect - customer will provide all local loop and/or network cross connections as 
well as security appliances 

Security approvals - obtained sign offs and qualified staff will be applied to enabling 
the VNOC interconnect security and telecommunications. 

Redundancy - unless chosen by the customer the VNOC is limited to a single 
interconnect.  Loss of connection will impact Video System room function without 
redundancy. 
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Staff 
Confidentiality agreement - each VNOC team member is contractually obligated to 
keep confidential all information he/she may be privy to.  

Background checks – New employees/contractors are screened for national and 
county felony convictions, verification that any Social Security Number provided is 
correct and verification that applicant does not appear on any Prohibited Lists. 

New employees/contractors are screened for the following drugs: 

• Amphétamines 
• Bar biturâtes 
• Benzodiazépines 
• Cocaïne métabolite 
• Marijuana métabolite 
• Methadone 
• Methaqualone 
• Opiates 
• Phencyclidine 
• Propoxyphene 

 
 

Application Monitoring Activities 

Conference Monitoring 
All managed VNOC conferences are digitally monitored.  The VNOC Conference 
Producer watches the call on the Video Systems, paying close attention to connectivity 
of each endpoint.  Call quality is gauged by data the Video Systems provides specific 
to each endpoint connected.  Should a site drop unexpectedly from a call, the producer 
can react quickly to reconnect.  The monitoring VNOC Conference Producer does not 
actually participate in the meeting (cannot see or hear the media) but monitors 
connectivity. 

Dedicated Conference Producer 
If elected, VNOC customers can choose to have their calls attended by a Dedicated 
Conference Producer.  The Dedicated Producer actively monitors the conference and 
can participate as requested.  Participation can be as basic as simply viewing and 
listening to the call or as complex as changing screen layouts on demand or even 
pushing a PowerPoint or other slide show.   

24x7 Remote Monitoring  
The most common model for connectivity between a customer Video System network 
and VNOC is via private line or MPLS VPN from the customer’s preferred network 
provider.  Through a Letter of Agency (LOA), the customer authorizes the VNOC to 
have complete access the network elements for monitoring purposes.  The VNOC 
monitors the Video Systems suite 24x7 for quality purposes and to identify any 
suspicious activity.   

This is accomplished the VNOC has a centralized network SNMP management 
system from Netscout which creates a visual and logical view of the Video System 
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elements and network facilities.  This view is displayed for the VNOC to proactively 
monitor and reactively respond to events that would cause degraded service or overall 
outage. Visual and audible alarms are instantly generated if unauthorized access is 
attempted on any piece of network termination equipment, or if any unauthorized 
network traffic is detected. 

 

Rear Cam Monitoring 
As part of the Video System suite, a Rear Camera option may be installed in the 
ceiling over center audience.    This camera is a low resolution device (operates at 
256kb maximum) that the VNOC  accesses over the IP network to gain an 
understanding of how the RPX suite looks from a participant perspective.  The rear 
camera can view only the video screens and not any documents on the table or the 
computer monitors built into the table.  The camera does not have any audio 
capabilities, does not pan, tilt or zoom.   
 
The rear camera is a critical device that gives the VNOC team the capability to 
maximize the Video System experience for the local participants.  A “privacy cover” 
can be implemented that can be applied by a local customer administrator for any 
meeting where the local executives do not want the “back camera” to be available to 
the VNOC. 
 
Here is a snapshot from the rear camera: 
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Physical Security of VNOC Facilities 

Core Network Facilities Security Standards 
The VNOC operates out of Carrier Neutral facilities (POPs) are located within 
hardened, highly available data center facilities. Each data center utilizes an array of 
security equipment, techniques and procedures to control, monitor and record access 
to the facility, including customer cage areas.  Security techniques include but not 
limited to: 

• On-site manned security 24x365  
• Visitors are screened upon entry to verify identity, and in shared 

situations, escorted to appropriate locations. 
• All doors, including cages, secured with 2 factor locks (key card and pin) 

for entry) or biometric hand geometry readers.  
• Kinetic locks on all closed cabinets  
• CCTV digital camera coverage of the entire center, including cages, with 

detailed surveillance and audit logs  
 

VNOC Engineering Operation Centers 
The VNOC Operations Centers operate separately and independently of the POPs.  
The Operations Centers are in highly available sites with secure controlled access. 

• On-site manned security 24x365 
• Identity and key card access 
• Generator backup 

 

What audits or certifications does the VNOC have  
The VNOC is a U.S. public entity and held to SEC (Securities and Exchange 
Commission) standards.  The VNOC is required to engage in external independent 
audits specific to the security and validity of financial data and systems.  Such audits 
take into account all IT systems and standards that address the safe housing of 
financial data and systems.  SEC standards compliance with audits such as SAS 71 
and Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SarBox) are conducted and passed.  The VNOC has also 
completed and passed audits with specific large customers to ensure proper handling 
of the specific large customer’s data and application use within the VNOC. 

The relevance of such audits is related to VNOC operations and related activities 
conducted from the same compliant networks.   
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Logical Network Security and Connectivity to VNOC 

Encrypted WAN connections between customer network and VNOC 
infrastructure 
Depending on the level of security required by the policies of the customer 
organization, you may choose to encrypt the WAN link between your organization and 
the VNOC.  This level of security is very high and costly as hardware is required on 
both ends of the link.  As an alternative, most Video Systems supports 128 bit AES 
encryption for media traffic and signaling. 

Customer owned firewall(s) utilized to secure all network interfaces with VNOC 
Customers can secure their IT infrastructure with traditional firewalls.  For the 
H.323/SIP based media traffic to traverse the firewall securely, the VNOC 
recommends turning off H.323/SIP awareness and applying and SBC to the design. 

VNOC network treated as “Extranet” from customer security perspective 
For reasons of security, the VNOC should be treated as a trusted extranet.  Security 
must be maintained within the customer’s core network while providing access to 
Video System suite elements. 

An extranet is an extension of your company’s internal network that allows outside 
users to provide and access information in a secure environment.  Like an intranet, it is 
web browser based, making information available on any computer without any special 
equipment. 

 

 

Telepresence Application 
  

Video and Audio Flows 
The flow of media traffic (audio and video) is dependant on the Video System network 
topology.  On managed overlay or managed converged networks the media traffic will 
flow over the customer network between Video System suites.  In this situation it is the 
customer’s responsibility to maintain the security of the data and the QoS of the 
network. In hosted situations where the VNOC is providing the network, the flow of 
media traffic is over the VNOC network between the Video System suites for multipoint 
calls.  Point to Point calls say on the customer’s network.  

Scheduling and Video Meeting Management 
How we handle “authorized” scheduler user – During the on-boarding process 
company administrator is appointed who will oversee the operational relationship 
between the customer and the VNOC.  The VNOC will work with this administrator to 
generate a list of delegates who have the authority to schedule meetings using the 
Video System suites and their resources. 

Optional rules of engagement - Conference Security Level 
At the customer’s direction, conferences can be given a security level for attendees.  
This is solely based on customer corporate policies and not any policy of the VNOC.  
Once the policy has been established it is the customer’s responsibility to notify the 
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VNOC at time of conference scheduling of the security level. Some parameters to take 
into account when creating a security level policy are: 

• Attendee list and authority level 
• Audio or video attendees 
• Executive level meeting 
• Corporate wide announcements 
• Monitoring level – participant, tech-line, digitally monitored 

 
 

Ensuring that all connected sites are always visible on the video displays in a Video 
System suite (i.e. no hidden participants).  Depending on the nature of the conference 
calls the VNOC may not be able to guarantee that all participants are visible on the 
displays.  Specifically on audio participants and for sites that are not managed by the 
VNOC. 
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